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Verb preposition plus gerund

We use cookies to improve your experience on our website. By clicking 'Accept &amp; Close', you agree to use cookies. A worksheet that illustrates the use of verbs followed by a preposition and a worksheet. Students read the sample text then concoct a story of their own using some of the verbs given.
Example: Instead of studying for her exams, she went out every night. about (in what about/what about) after being waived before by in spite of rather than on without example: I'm interested in visiting the museum. bang for boos over/when bad in pressure smart on crazy about being excited about being
famous to be fond of being good at being impressed in being interested in being proud of as the near pride of sorry of tired of worth the worth example: There's no point in waiting any longer. advantage of alternative of chance of choice between danger of difficulties in doubt experience in the hope of the
idea of importance in the occasion of place for pleasure in point in the possibility of problem reason for problems problems in the use way of waste of money waste of time Example: I enjoy cooking. admitting advising to appreciate can't help can't stand to consider denying dislike enjoyment of escape
fancy finish go (e.g. in go swimming) imagine keeping you involved (e.g. keep going) call mind miss license to delay refusing to refuse risk stop suggesting understand waste time/money Example: I look forward to getting you back soon. accuse of adjusting to agreeing with excuses for approving
questions to begin by believing in being used to blame the guilt for blaming the debt about complaining about concentrating on congratulating consist of making decisions against deciding against deciding against deciding for the dependency of dying the dream over / of the dream of feeling forgiven for
giving up on to stop looking at the goal to avoid paying for sb. of protection against deferred trust to spend time on strokes in suspicious of participating in talking about /of thanks for thinking of using the warning against concerns about The run looks exactly the same as a current participle, but it is useful
to understand the difference between the two. The run always has the same function as a noun (although it looks like a verb). This page covers some applications of the data. A separate page is about verbs that are followed by the run. The treatment as the subject of the sentence The run as a



supplement to the verb 'to be' The run after prepositions The should be used when a verb comes after a preposition. This also applies to certain expressions that end in a preposition, for example the expressions despite &amp; there's no no. The post phrasal verbs are composed of a verb + preposition or
adverb. There are some phrasing verbs that speak like a preposition for example to look forward to, to take, to get used to, to make ends meet &amp; to get used to it. It is important to recognize that the word to in these cases is a preposition because it must be followed by a run. It is not part of the
infinitive form of the verb. You check whether to a preposition or part of it is infinitive. If you put the pronoun on after the word and form a meaningful sentence, then the word is on a preposition and it should be followed by a conversation. The compound nouns in compound nouns that use the run, it is
clear that the meaning that is that of a noun is not of a continuous verb. For example, with the word pool it is a pool to swim in, it is not a pool that is swimming. The course after some expressions The run is necessary after the expressions can not help, can not stand, to be worth it, &amp; it makes no
sense. › Cram Up › Grammar › Infinitive, Run › Word List Example: I look forward to seeing you again soon. accuse of agreeing to agree to excuses for approving questions to begin by believing in being used to blame the debt for the guilt over complaining about relying on congratulatory consist of making
decisions against deciding against deciding against the dependency of dying the dream over/of the question for feeling in vain for giving insistence on continuing to look at the goal to avoid paying for sb. from protecting against deferred confidence to spend money on strokes in suspect of participating in
talking about/of thanks for thinking use for caution against worrying about having a shower, I waited for Steven. The tablet should not be taken until you get up in the morning. I manage it by working much longer than 40 hours weeks. Despite studying a lot he did not pass the exams. What was her
reaction to hearing the news? He told the joke without laughing. They're afraid of losing the game. Pat is upset about walking in the rain. John is good at working in the garden. The girl loves tennis. He's disappointed to see such a bad report. We're excited about making our own movie. Sandy is famous
for singing songs. I'm tired of being treated like a child. Hannah likes to go to parties. She's glad she's getting married again. The kids aren't happy seeing a doctor. Are you interested in writing poems? Joe's excited about drawing. She prides herself on speaking English. We're tired of sitting like this. He's
sorry he ate in class. I'm tired of waiting for you. She's used to smoking. I'm worried about making mistakes. What is the advantage of Above the yacht? There is a chance of catching a cold these days. There is a choice between flying to London Heathrow or Stansted. Peggy's threatening to make a
mistake. He's having trouble texting. He is in doubt about buying the right software for his computer system. There is little hope of catching the new Corvette. I love the idea of setting up a new email account. There is no interest in writing letters. This This a simple method of finding solutions. There's a
chance to bring her parents back together. These wheels offer the possibility to drive tubeless. He has the problem of swimming too slowly. There's a real reason to win the game. There's a risk of digging too deep. He was in trouble for stealing. This is a new way to build a wall. They were charged with
breaking into a store. I agree with playing darts. They apologize for being late. She doesn't believe in getting lost in the woods. The reporter is accused of writing bad stories. She complains of bullying. Do you focus on reading or writing? I wanted to congratulate you on making such a good speech. He
doesn't know how to deal with aging. They decided not to steal the car. Success can depend on increasing patience. Sue dreams of being a pop star. They feel like going to bed. You have to get used to working long hours. The girls insisted on dating Mark. I'm looking forward to seeing you soon. How can
I prevent Kate from working in this store? He doesn't trust winning at the casino. How can I succeed in studying chemistry? The company specializes in designing websites. I quit Andrew smoking. They often talk about travelling to New Zealand. Frank's thinking chess. We warned them against using this
computer. The patient is worried about the control. Thanks to Chloe, Josef and Ulrike. Grammar Quizzes › Verb Phrases › Verb Additions › Perb › Verb + Prep + Run Express advice or commentary on activities Verbs followed by preposition and supplement (object) ¹ specified preposition – is a preposition
that complements a noun or/run clause (see below). See Prep Complements. ² clause (formerly a run phrase) – is called a non-term clause. A non-infinite clause cannot stand alone. It rarely contains a subject, and the verb is a secondary verb form (infinitival, run-participle or past participle) that cannot be
inflected for tension, person or number. It is a dependent clause that serves as a subject or complements a verb, a preposition or a noun. the sentence – is a abolished term. The term sentence is reserved for an element of a clause such as: noun (NP), preposition phrase (PP), verb phrase (VP), adverb
phrase (AdvP) and so on. See Sentence-one dependent in a clause. complement — is an element or elements (required by another part of the clause) to complete the meaning of the clause. (for example, we thanked/him/for his gift. [verb fills (objects)] or He arrives in [the morning]. complement—P [NP])
The independent sentence is required to complete the preposition.]) look ahead - eagerly awaiting, waiting for something that you want to happen to specify quickly (V) - require an element (one element) A verb that requires another (NP, PP, Clause) is called transitive (a term not limited to verb + direct
object.) For example, the subject and verb can not stand alone in the following: He left his jacket. He hung up his coat. He knows I'm wrong.) Other lists: Verb + Prep (list) | Adjective + Prep phrase (list) | Participle Modifier &amp; Preposition (List) | Noun + Prep Phrase Word Categories: N – Noun; V –
Verb; Aux – Help; Adj – Adjective; Adv – Adverb; P – Preposition; Det.-Determiner. See Word categories. Phrasal Categories: NP – Noun Meaning; VP – Verb phrase; AdjP - Adjective Sentence; AdvP – Adverb phrase; PP – Preposition sense; DP – Determinative sense. Clausal Categories: CLS –
clause; F – finite clause; NF – non-finite clause: Ger – run; Inf – inf; PPart – past participle. Word features: Subj – subject; Pred – predicate/predicator; Comp – complement: elements required by an expression to complete its meaning (DO – direct object; IO – indirect object); Supplement – addition:
elements that are not necessary by an expression to complete its meaning (Subord – sub-ordinator; Coord – coordinator); Supl – supplement: a clause or sentence added to a clause that is not closely related to the central thought or structure of the main clause. Verbs &amp; Preposition lists ABOUT
agreement We have agreed on ending the case. (on) we argue about spending money. Care We care about recycling things. Complaining he complains about getting old. Forget she forgets to call us. He talks about getting married. guess we're thinking about joining them. She was worried about getting
lost. Dream He dreams about playing ball. AGAINST decide We decided not to buy a car. warn them against giving information. AFTER the look I will look after buying the tickets. AT delight She was happy to see him again. He excels at chess. We laughed at walking a cat on a leash. Bar He balked at
making a speech. (stop short or rejoice) They rejoiced at hearing the news. FOR apologies I apologized for being late. blame I was blamed for losing the game. I don't care about wearing shorts. They will not stand for having such nonsense. LOVE She tried to keep from seeing him. He suffers from not
having vitamin C. they refrain from saying anything. he stopped them to leave. In faith she believes in being respectful. deal He trades in the sale of real estate. engage He is involved in the start-up of new businesses. Give He will not give in to Complain. (in/in) interest He is interested in being a scientist.
They will participate in running the race. Result Distraction can lead to an accident. He will specialize in making wine. He managed to win the race. OF accusing He was accused accused Are. They did not approve his actions. Dream He dreams of playing football. Responsible He is responsible for
collecting tickets. He took care of making reservations. think we figured out a new way to fix that. OFF call He blew off playing the game in the rain. He postponed going to business school. Thinking ABOUT It's thinking about moving. We talked about buying a new house. ON AGREEMENT We have
agreed on renting the apartment. He concentrates on gaining experience. Congratulations We congratulated them on winning. He stayed asleep all day. Dependent We depend on getting help. do you want to continue working? Insist he insists on coming too. plan they plan to go to war. We keep working.
Plan She plans to take a course. We trust their help us. To adjust I have adapted to life in the US once they agreed to leave earlier. Dedication A dog is dedicated to working on your behalf. Look forward I look forward to seeing you. object I object to doing all the work. AGREE HE agrees with the exercise
of the daily. Indictment They're charging him with embezzlement. They don't want to mess with hiring lawyers. I wouldn't trust them to do this correctly. FANCY Do you feel like going out? (Huddleston 7 §6.2) (Swan 416 449) Pop-Q Dream of | Use up to | Looking ahead | Restrict to other lists: verb + Prep
(list) | Adjective + Prep phrase (list) | Participle Modifier &amp; Preposition (List) | Noun + Prep Phrase RememberEd Verb and Preposition Expressions (V) — Stop, stop unspecified time vs. an Earlier (Past) Time See Nonfinite Clause Forms—express timing and voice in the clauses. Often confused verb
ExpressionS VERB SENSE SENSE CONCERN ABOUT concerns I care about helping people to help themselves. THINK about considering You need to think about the problem. THINK ABOUT considering he thought about it before he bought the car. THINK about focusing on she's the only thing he
can think of. Verb PHRASE CARE CARE FOR if, enjoy Do you care for watching game shows? (such as, enjoy) THINK OF predicting, come to mind I did not think of the possible problems at that time. I couldn't think of his name. THINK OF have high esteem for or advice of What did you think of that
director. THINK about having high esteem for or advice of what did you think about that movie. See also Phrasal Verbs. (think, think of) Pop-Q Think of Error and Solution ERROR He is dependent and concerned about the loss of financial support. They and managed to build safeguards for women's
rights. SOLUTION He depends on and worries about financial support. (Don't omit the preposition when coordinating two verbs; remove it He depends on financial support. We are concerned about the loss of financial support. They took over and succeeded in building safeguards for women's rights. They
took charge of the construction... They managed to... Pop-Q Took the lead ► Show grammar notes and works cited √ Hide Grammar Notes Traditional vs Linguistic Description Word Categories: N - Noun; V – Verb; Aux – Help; Adj – Adjective; Adv – Adverb; P – Preposition; Det.-Determiner. Phrasal
Categories: NP – Noun Meaning; VP – Verb phrase; AdjP - Adjective Sentence; AdvP – Adverb phrase; PP – Preposition sense; DP – Determinative sense. Clausal Categories: CLS – clause; F – finite clause; NF – non-finite clause (Ger – run; Inf – inf; PPart – past participle). Word features: Subj –
subject; Pred – predicate/predicator; Comp – complement: elements required by an expression to complete its meaning (DO – direct object; IO – indirect object);  Supplement – addition: elements that are not necessary by an expression to complete its meaning (Subord – sub-ordinator; Coord –
coordinator); Supl – supplement: a clause or sentence added to a clause that is not closely related to the central thought or structure of the main clause. Works cited Azar, Betty Schrampfer, and Stacy A. Hagen. Understanding and using English grammar. 4th ed., Pearson Education, 2009. Huddleston,
Rodney D., and Geoffrey K. Pullum. The Cambridge Grammar of the English language. Cambridge UP, 2002. O'brien. Diagrams sentences exercises: chapter 1. English grammar revolution. 2016. english-grammar-revolution.com/english-grammar-exercise.html. Opened 10 Oct. Swan, Michael. Practical
English usage. 3rd ed., Oxford UP, 2005. Sentence diagram. Wikipedia. 28 Sep. 2016. Opened on 10 Oct. Picture image
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